Internal Job Post - 50679267

Job Title
Quantitative Technology Analyst - Inforce Life Products

Company
MassMutual Financial Group

Reference Code
0001-NC50679267_001

Employment Type
Regular Full-time

Location
Springfield STATE ST - MMFG

Hiring Manager
Ida J Grochowska

Department
MassMutual Corporate Actuarial Department is looking for a dynamic, self-motivated candidate to maintain and enhance the Actuarial Rates & Values production system for Traditional Life Products as well as support the dividend schedule development, analysis, and implementation.

KEY RELATIONSHIPS
Reports to: Quantitative Director, Traditional Life Dividend Systems

Job Summary
The ideal candidate will:

• Complete and support dividend schedule development process including assumption research, development, and implementation, Traditional Life product re-pricing, testing, and Illustrations Regulation Testing using APL based asset share models.
• Support the maintenance and enhancements of the mainframe based Actuarial Rates & Values systems housing first principles unit dividend calculations for participating Traditional Life products. Support systems testing, troubleshoot / debug for the purpose of issue resolution and independently research and analyze data anomalies.
• Suggests and implements systems and process improvements.
• Work well independently as well as in a team environment. Is self-motivated and a quick learner.

Job Responsibilities & Requirements

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
• Four-year college degree with concentration in mathematics or computer science required
• Strong computer programming background
• Computer languages required: C, Fortran, APL (or desire and ability to learn)
• Proven analytical and problem solving skills
• Strong verbal and written communication skills
• Seasoned individual capable of handling broad scope projects that have short to medium-term focus
• Capable of applying knowledge to handle all but the most complex problems independently
• Must be authorized to work in the US, without sponsorship

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS
• Computer languages desired, but not required: JCL, EasyPlus
• Must drive for results, execute projects effectively and efficiently
• High level of independent action, initiative and innovation

PLEASE NOTE:
• Must take a Quantitative Reasoning Assessment as part of the interview screening process.

WINNING WAYS:
Focus on the Customer  Know your customers well; add value with a sense of urgency.
Act with Integrity  Be trustworthy, adhere to high ethical standards, adhere to the letter and spirit of applicable laws, rules, regulations and company policies
Value People  Lead people to success; appreciate diverse backgrounds, ideas and experiences.
Work Collaboratively  Partner with others to achieve results that leverage the right resources
Achieve Results  Focus on winning; consistently exceeds expectations, beat the competition.

COMPENSATION:
We pay competitive base salaries and we reward performance. Our salary structure is commensurate with experience. In addition, you will be eligible to participate in our comprehensive benefits program including medical insurance and 401(K).

CONTACT:
Marybeth Maino
Strategic Recruiting
Senior Recruiter, Actuarial, Quantitative, and Risk
Office - 413 744-1495
Email - mmaino@massmutual.com

Winning Ways
• Focus on the Customer: Know your customers well; add value with a sense of urgency.
• Act with Integrity: Be trustworthy, adhere to high ethical standards and adhere to the letter and spirit of applicable laws, rules, regulations and company policies
• Value People: Lead people to success; appreciate diverse backgrounds, ideas and experiences.
• Work Collaboratively: Partner with others to achieve results that leverage the right resources
• Achieve Results: Focus on winning; consistently exceeds expectations, beat the competition

MassMutual Financial Group is an Equal Employment Opportunity employer Minority/Female/Independent with Disability/Protected Veteran. We welcome all persons to apply.